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a b s t r a c t
We show that all spherical Eulerian triangulations can be inductively generated from the
set of all even double wheels using just one of the two local transformations used in the
algorithm by Brinkmann and McKay and originally proposed by Batagelj.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Spherical Eulerian triangulations
All graphs in this note are undirected and simple, with nomultiple (parallel) edges. A graph is Eulerian if all vertices have
an even degree. The degree of vertex v is denoted d(v). A spherical triangulation is an embedding of a graph into the sphere
such that all faces of the embedding are cycles of length 3.
Batagelj [1] proved that all spherical Eulerian triangulations can be inductively generated from the octahedron graph
using two local transformations, which he named rule P and rule Q . They are depicted in Fig. 1, where a small triangle
attached to a vertex denotes a set of edges incident with that vertex.
For n ≥ 3 a double wheel on n + 2 vertices consists of a cycle of length n and two additional vertices that are both
adjacent to all vertices of the cycle and not adjacent mutually. A double wheel on n+2 vertices is called even if n is even. The
octahedron is the smallest even double wheel (n = 4). Brinkmann and McKay [2,3] improved Batagelj’s method by taking
the set of all even double wheels for the initial triangulations and introducing amore efficient version of rule P , in which the
central vertex on the left-hand side must have a degree greater than 4. A fast implementation of this method is available in
their plantri package [3]. Brinkmann and McKay use the terms expansion and reduction to denote the direction in which
rule P or rule Q is used; we adopt this terminology in our note. Note that the Q -reduction cannot be applied if the two
non-adjacent vertices on the right-hand side of rule Q have a common neighbour other than the two common neighbours
already depicted in the figure (as this would produce a multiple edge). In Section 2 we show that if one takes the set of all
even double wheels for the initial triangulations, then rule P becomes completely redundant.
One reason for interest in generating spherical Eulerian triangulations is that they correspond (via a straightforward
bijection) to a certain class of Latin bitrades [4].
The dual graphs of spherical Eulerian triangulations are cubic 3-connected bipartite planar graphs. Barnette conjectured
that all such graphs are Hamiltonian. In 2002, Aldred, Brinkmann and McKay used plantri to verify Barnette’s conjecture
for all cubic 3-connected bipartite planar graphs having 84 or fewer vertices.
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Fig. 1. Rules P and Q .
Fig. 2. A subgraph of T .
2. Rule P is redundant
It turns out that if one starts from the set of all even double wheels, then rule P becomes completely redundant; this is
stated as Theorem 2.2. Let us start with a preparatory lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that T is a spherical Eulerian triangulation that is not an embedding of an even double wheel. Then T
contains a face ABC such that d(A) ≥ 6, d(B) ≥ 6 and d(C) = 4.
Proof. Each vertex of T has a neighbour of degree at least 6. Indeed if there was a vertex whose all neighbours have degree
4, then T would have to be an embedding of a double wheel. It follows from Euler’s formula that T contains at least six
vertices of degree 4. Let X1 be a vertex of degree 4 and let A be a neighbour of X1 of degree at least 6. For k = 1, . . . , d(A) let
XkAXk+1 be a face of T , where we let Xd(A)+1 = X1. As was remarked above, we cannot have d(Xk) = 4 for all k. Thus there
must exist anm, where 1 ≤ m ≤ d(A), such that d(Xm) = 4 and d(Xm+1) ≥ 6. Now take C = Xm and B = Xm+1. 
We are now ready for the main result.
Theorem 2.2. The set of all spherical Eulerian triangulations is inductively generated from the set of all even double wheels using
Q -expansions.
Proof. Let T be a spherical Eulerian triangulation that is not an embedding of an even double wheel, and let E(T ) denote
the set of edges of T . We will show that a Q -reduction is applicable to T .
It follows from Lemma 2.1 that T contains a subgraph depicted in Fig. 2, where d(A) ≥ 6, d(B) ≥ 6 and d(C) = 4. (The
graph depicted in Fig. 2 is not necessarily an induced subgraph of T .) If FD 6∈ E(T ) and FH 6∈ E(T ), then a Q -reduction
is applicable to the quadrangle CAFB. Otherwise, assume without loss of generality that FD ∈ E(T ). Then a Q -reduction is
applicable to the quadrangle CDIA. 
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